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Abstract— Human head-mimicking laboratory models
(phantoms) play an essential role in the calibration, testing, and
evaluation of near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS)-based optical
brain imaging systems. Phantoms reported in the literature
are generally of solid nature mimicking the optical properties
of the overall human head with just a single layer. Solid
phantoms can further be constructed as multilayered to mimic
superficial layers of the head or with disks to mimic lesions
within the brain layer. However, solid phantoms are of static
nature, and hence, changing characteristics within the brain
layer, such as in oxygen saturation cannot be modeled. Liquid
phantoms can be used to model dynamic changes within the
brain; however, existing liquid phantoms are usually of one
layer and cannot mimic all the superficial layers of the head.
In this article, we report the design and development of a
six-layer human head-mimicking phantom that is a mixture
of solid compartments modeling the superficial layers of the
head and a liquid section mimicking the brain layer which
provides a realistic and dynamic design. We also discuss studies
which utilized this hybrid, six-layer phantom for the design
and evaluation of a NIRS-based brain monitoring system,
the hand-held hematoma detector. The results presented here
highlight how the proposed phantom approach can be used
to assess repeatability/reproducibility, as well as design and
execution of agreement tests within and across different models
of a NIRS-based brain monitoring device. Our new solid–liquid
hybrid phantom model can guide the design and calibration of
new NIRS systems, evaluation of their processing algorithms,
and testing of the device capabilities under various conditions.

Index Terms— Hematoma detection, near infrared spec-
troscopy (NIRS), optical head models, solid and liquid tissue
phantoms.

I. INTRODUCTION

AS NEAR infrared spectroscopy (NIRS)-based optical
brain imaging systems gain more widespread use in
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various applications involving clinical and healthy popula-
tions, calibration, testing, characterization, and validation of
the design, algorithms and measurements become essential.
Human head-mimicking laboratory models (phantoms) have
been an integral, necessary, and important part in those
processes such as initial or standard system quality tests,
characterization of signal-to-noise ratio, or performance com-
parisons among systems or algorithms [1], [2]. While digital
phantoms generated in silico through Monte Carlo (MC)
simulations can provide information on light-tissue interaction
under various system and tissue parameters in general [3]–[7],
physical phantoms can provide in-depth information on the
performance of the actual NIRS system. They enable research
engineers and optical system designers to build dependable,
repeatable, and controlled conditions that can be spatially,
temporally, and optically mimicked.

A. Background on Existing Phantoms in the Literature
A wide range of materials and methods exist in the literature

for the construction of physical phantoms which basically
depends on the structure of the phantom tailored to the
application purposes. Typically, there are two types of phantom
structures; solid or liquid forms that have been used in the
literature [8]–[38]. In solid or liquid phantoms, a base mixture
is usually prepared with appropriate amounts of a scattering
and an absorbing compound to obtain a laboratory model
of the intended head tissue, mimicking its optical charac-
teristics (reduced scattering, μ�

s , and absorption coefficients,
μa [1]–[38]).

A number of material choices are available to produce solid
phantoms. For example, agar, gelatin, silicone, and epoxy
resins are commonly used as the base substrate or matrix
material that can be cured to solidify [8]–[16]. Typically,
absorbing dyes of different colors such as carbon black or
India ink and scattering agents such as titanium dioxide
(TiO2), aluminum oxide (Al2O3), or microspheres are added
prior to curing to obtain appropriate absorption and scattering
coefficients of the tissue medium to be mimicked. Recently,
3-D printing and rapid prototyping technologies have also
been proposed for optical phantom fabrication, where different
shapes with curvatures can be modeled [17], [18]. There also
exist commercially available solid phantoms built with known
absorption and scattering coefficients that researchers can use
for the calibration and evaluation of their NIRS systems such
as the ones provided by ISS, Inc., or fNIR Devices, LLC.
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Solid phantoms are generally built as a homogeneous single
layer, mimicking the overall optical properties of the underly-
ing tissue, such as the overall human head or only the brain
layer. However, the underlying tissue that is intended to be
monitored by a NIRS device is generally not homogeneous.
There are either various layers of different types of tissues,
e.g., the head is formed with skin, scalp, skull, cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF), and brain layers or it may have heterogeneity
related to disease conditions such as hematoma or tumor
development. In order to reach more realistic phantoms, multi-
layered solid phantoms can be built by using molding-casting
methods [19]–[22] either by casting solid phantoms of differ-
ent thicknesses layer after layer separately and stacking them
on top of each other or pouring and solidifying the solid layers
on top of each other within the mold itself [16], [22], [23].
Targets with different optical characteristics can also be
placed in select layers of different thicknesses during the
fabrication process of the solid phantoms to mimic clinical
lesions [16], [19], [24]–[26].

If the goal is to test the dynamic changes in terms of
absorption or scattering properties for the evaluation of the
NIRS system or algorithms, liquid phantoms will be required.
Such phantoms can be modeled by using liquid type matrix
materials such as lipid emulsion (Intralipid) or milk mixed
with water or saline at appropriate percentages to obtain the
scattering base in which different types and concentrations of
absorbing materials such as ink or erythrocytes, whole blood
or hemoglobin can be added [27]–[35]. If dynamic changes in
different forms of hemoglobin (oxygenated or deoxygenated)
measurements for oxygen saturation assessment are required,
hemoglobin becomes the choice of the absorber in liquid
phantoms in which case saline should be used in the mixture
instead of distilled water to avoid lysing of blood cells.
In such applications, hemoglobin content can be oxygenated
by delivering oxygen to the mixture from an oxygen tank and
deoxygenation can be induced by adding yeast to the liquid
phantom. It was shown that liquid phantoms can be used for
several hours or days preserving its optical characteristics, but
eventually, they have to be discarded in an appropriate fashion
since the materials used will either go bad or lose their optical
stability [30].

There have been some studies in the literature to build mul-
tilayer liquid phantoms such as reported by Gagnon et al. [36]
and Gibson et al. [37]. In both of these studies, the head was
mimicked with only two layers formed by the outer layer
mimicking skin/scalp, skull, and CSF altogether and the inner
layer for the brain. In Gagnon et al. [36], the phantom was a
cubic container made up of acrylic glass which can model the
overall head as a homogeneous one layer by filling it with an
intralipid mixture. The container can also be divided via a thin
plastic membrane into two layers. The outer layer can be filled
with an intralipid solution mimicking the superficial layers of
the head (scalp, skull, and CSF) altogether and the inner layer
can then be filled with an intralipid and glycerol mixture to
introduce realistic flow changes. Even though it was only a
two-layer model, the findings suggested that the two-layered
model provided a better estimate of the flow change than the
homogeneous one-layer model.

In Gibson et al. [37], a neonatal head-mimicking phantom
was built as a two-layer model, where superficial layers of
scalp and skull were of solid nature and the brain layer was
formed as a liquid mixture. The solid outer shell was cast using
epoxy resin, TiO2, and dye combination with optical properties
of scalp and skull layers in combination in a mold made from
an anatomically realistic doll. The phantom was made hollow
so that the inner spherical region can be filled with epoxy resin
without the hardener to remain liquid and with appropriate
scattering and absorbing compounds to mimic the brain. The
nature of the liquid mixture of the phantom allowed modeling
targets within the brain layer by suspending two epoxy resin
cylinders on thin wires within the upside-down phantom
which was aimed to be resolved. Authors had mentioned that
this phantom was a simplification of a real neonatal head
where nonscattering regions such as CSF were not simulated.
In another former study by Del Bianco et al. [38], a fully
liquid multilayer phantom was proposed where different head
layers were mimicked by compartments in a container filled
with liquid mixtures of different absorption and scattering
characteristics that are separated by thin membranes. Their
experiments showed that for the separator membrane, a mate-
rial with appropriate scattering properties should be used to
avoid perturbation in the measurements and Mylar film was
proposed as a suitable choice, even though it caused perturba-
tion in continuous-wave system measurements up to 8%.

B. Motivation

Although solid phantoms are sturdy, portable, durable, and
even can be produced to have different layers or lesions,
the model is “fixed” and cannot be varied to determine the
effects of dynamic changes or perturbations in different layers,
such as oxygenation of hemoglobin or melanin content. On the
other hand, despite the fact that, liquid phantoms provide
dynamic changes in the tissue medium effectively, they are still
designed mostly as one layer, built in a container and cannot
mimic multilayered tissue mediums. The existing multilayer
liquid phantoms are not completely realistic models of the
human head, not having all anatomical layers or can generate
additional scattering or reflection problems with the use of
separate membranes.

C. Current Study

In this article, our approach was to address the challenges
and limitations of existing head-mimicking phantoms such as
having a solid nature and not allowing dynamic changes within
the brain layer or being of liquid nature and not modeling all of
the superficial head layers. The proposed phantom models the
human head realistically with all its layers of skin, scalp, skull,
CSF, and brain with their corresponding optical properties and
thicknesses. In addition, our model allows dynamic changes
within the brain so that oxygenation and deoxygenation or
clinical conditions such as hematoma or edema development of
different sizes and depths can be modeled. This new design is a
multilayered mixed solid and liquid phantom, where multilayer
solid phantoms using silicone, TiO2, and dye combinations are
built on top of each other in a sequential manner. A molding
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and casting procedure is used in a certain order so that a cubic
container having various layers of different thicknesses in its
walls mimicking the superficial head layers can be generated.
Furthermore, within the middle compartment of the cubic
container brain tissue can be dynamically modeled with a
liquid phantom structure where NIRS measurements can be
obtained from the outer side of the phantom walls.

We used this realistic and versatile multilayered mixed
solid/liquid phantom in the testing and evaluation of
NIRS-based brain imaging system designs or analysis algo-
rithms [39]–[41]. Here, we report on one of these studies
where we have used the proposed phantom on the performance
comparison (equivalence test) of two models of a NIRS-based
hand-held hematoma detector, namely Infrascanner produced
by InfraScan, Inc. [42]–[45]. Repeatability, reproducibility,
and agreement in the measurements performed by different
units of the same scanner model and between scanner models
were compared under hematomas of different sizes and depths
and for different skin color conditions.

II. MULTILAYER MIXED SOLID AND LIQUID DYNAMIC

PHANTOM DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

A. General Structure of the Phantom

The solid base of the mixed phantom was cubic shaped
where the top side was left open to allow filling the empty
compartment in the middle of the phantom with an appropriate
liquid phantom solution to mimic dynamic changes in the brain
layer of the human head. Each of the four sides of the mixed
phantom could be configured to have a varying number of
wall layers with different optical properties and thicknesses
to mimic the physical and optical properties of human head
layers. The sides, namely A, B, C, and D, are shown in Fig. 1.
In this article, we have selected to build our phantom where
A and B sides (thick and thin side, respectively) have three
layers of the human head composed of scalp, skull, and CSF
with differing properties, C side has just one layer with clear
optical properties such as water, and D side has two layers
of scalp and skull with differing properties. In addition, thin
neutral density (ND) Wratten 2 film filters by Kodak [46]
could be placed over the scalp layer of the phantom to mimic
the epidermis layer of different skin colors. Note that the
thickness of the film filters (0.1 mm) is similar to the thickness
of human skin. The bottom side was made up of one piece of
polyethylene which was shaped by a modular molding casting
method.

B. Materials and Methods Used to Form Multilayered Sides
in the Solid Base of the Phantom Walls

1) Materials Used: The room temperature vulcaniz-
ing (RTV) 12 silicone material was selected to make a multi-
layered solid phantom since silicone matches the mechanical
and optical properties of the tissue more closely. RTV
12 silicone product (GE Silicones) consists of two parts:
RTV 12A (base compound) and RTV 12C (curing agent).
RTV 12A is 80% polydimethylsiloxane, 10% MQ resin,
benzene, and toluene. RTV 12C is 5% dibutyl tin oxide

Fig. 1. Schematic of the multilayer mixed liquid and solid optical head
phantom. All dimensions are given in mm.

solution, 20% ethyl silicate 40, 20% aminopropyltriethoxysi-
lane, 5% 1,2,4-trimethylbenzene and naphtha (mineral spir-
its 60%). The weight ratio of 20:1 of RTV 12A:RTV 12C
was recommended by the manufacturer. The recommended
curing time was 72 h. However, 24 h is usually enough to
solidify the liquid phantom mixture. In order to achieve certain
absorbing and scattering properties to mimic different layers
of the head tissue other compounds were added to the RTV
12 before curing it. The carbon black (Raven 5000 Ultra II,
Columbian Chemistry Company) was used as the absorbing
agent where the mean particle size of the carbon black was
around 8 nm. For the scattering agent, TiO2 from Sigma
(T-8141) was used.

2) Sequential Molding Casting Process to Form Each Mul-
tilayered Solid Phantom Wall: Cast molding is the technique
generally used to make solid phantoms of various layers since
it does not need too much strength to put pressure to make and
combine the layers. In addition, the equipment can be of any
size, shape, and weight, and the tools needed are easy to find
and construct. Hence, we used the cast molding technique to
construct each side of the multilayer solid head phantom walls.

The making process of solid phantom walls of select layers
involved the following procedures in order.

1) Prepare the liquid mixture of different ratios of carbon
black and TiO2 within the RTV 12 solution made up of
RTV 12A and RTV 12C mimicking optical properties
(μa and μ�

s) of the selected extracerebral head tissue
layers at specific wavelengths of light using the method
described by Bays et al. [47] and Beck et al. [48].

2) Verify the optical properties of the prepared phantom
layer mixture by testing it via another optical mea-
surement system, namely the in-phase and quadrature-
phase (IQ) system, based on the frequency domain
technique [49].

3) Pour the appropriate volume of the prepared silicone
mixture into the mold of the known base area to obtain
a select thickness of the outer head layer of the phantom
wall. The mold we had in our laboratory was cubic
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Fig. 2. Sequential molding casting process. (a) Three layers of skin, skull,
and CSF were casted by pouring silicone mixture into the mold layer by layer
for the A and C sides of the phantom, separately. (b) A and C sides linked
together during the forming of B side. (c) A, B, C, and D sides linked together
during the forming of D side. (d) All four sides are linked together by the
bottom side forming the cubic container.

shaped (160 mm × 160 mm × 120 mm) with only the
top side open allowing pouring of the liquid mixture of
necessary volume to generate the required width, length,
and height of each side of the solid phantom walls as
shown in Fig. 2(a).

4) Wait the curing time of at least 24 h for the first layer
of the phantom wall to solidify.

5) Repeat the procedure from 1)–4) to form select head
tissue layers on top of each other starting from the outer
extra-cerebral layer till the inner one until the brain
layer, forming one wall of the solid phantom base having
multilayered structure at the end of the process.

3) Sequential Molding Casting Process to Form Overall
Phantom Structure: The sides of the phantom were also

Fig. 3. Actual phantom with solid superficial layers built with molding
casting method and liquid and hence, dynamic brain layer.

produced sequentially in such a way that during their molding
they were also connected to each other as follows.

1) Form the A- and C-side walls as multilayered solid
phantom blocks of select head layers with chosen optical
properties and thicknesses of interest, separately in the
bottom of the mold [see Fig. 2(a)] using the cast molding
technique described in Section II-B2.

2) Place the previously and separately formed A- and
C-side solid phantom blocks on opposite walls of the
mold, and form the B-side of the phantom layer by
layer using the process as given in Section II-B2 so that
while the multilayered B side was cured at the bottom of
the mold, A, B, and C sides were linked and connected
together at their corners as shown in Fig. 2(b).

3) Flip the already formed and connected solid phantom
with sides A, B, and C and place it in the mold in such
a way that B side was on the open, top side of the
mold and the A and C sides are touching the opposite
walls of the mold where their open ends are touching
the bottom of the mold as shown in Fig. 2(c). With this
arrangement, form the D-side layer by layer using the
process explained in Section II-B2 so that the open ends
of A and C sides in the bottom of the mold are linked
and connected.

4) Form the bottom side of the phantom using one piece
of polyethylene by connecting it to the A, B, C, and D
sides with the use of silicone mixture after it is cured
as shown in Fig. 2(d).

C. Final Form of the Phantom With Its Select Optical
Properties and Thicknesses in Each of Its Multilayered Walls

The multilayer solid base of the head phantom that was
designed, developed, and constructed is as shown in Fig. 3.

The thickness of the existing layers on each sidewall of the
phantom selected to be developed in this article is presented
in Table I. Note that the thickness of extracerebral tissue layers
greatly varies individually and with age, gender, ethnicity, and
head locations [50]–[52]. Here, we adopted commonly used
scalp, skull, and CSF thicknesses in the literature on A and
B sides of the phantom [16], [50]. We adjusted the thickness
of the layers used in C and D sides so that the total thickness
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TABLE I

THICKNESS OF HEAD PHANTOM LAYERS ON EACH SIDE (IN mm)

TABLE II

OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS LAYERS ON EACH SIDE OF

THE PHANTOM MEASURED AT 810-nm WAVELENGTH

adds up to regular extracerebral layer thickness of the adult
human head of 11–13 mm.

The corresponding optical properties of the solid phantom
wall layers mimicking the extracerebral tissues are summa-
rized in Table II. Note that here we present the absorption
and reduced scattering coefficients measured by the frequency
domain IQ system at 810-nm wavelength only, since it is the
same wavelength used in Infrascanner even though we have
other wavelength measurements, also. The optical parameters
were measured during the sequential making process of the
layers and walls, hence, the slight differences in them for the
same head layer type at different sides.

In all the sides where CSF was present, it was formed by
the RTV 12 solution without the addition of carbon black
and TiO2, since it is a clear layer, to mimic optical prop-
erties similar to water. Hence, on each side of the phantom,
the absorption coefficient (μa = 0.0365 cm−1) and reduced
scattering coefficient (μ�

s = 1.02 cm−1) of the CSF layer were
small and close to optical properties of water and in line with
the previously published and used ranges [7], [36], [53]. The
absorption and scattering parameters and thicknesses of the
layers on the A side were selected to mimic a less transparent
tissue, i.e., with darker and thicker skin, whereas B side
is selected to mimic a more transparent head tissue (light
and thinner skin, and so on). The single clear layer on the
C side without any other superficial layers and the two-layered
D side without the effects of the CSF layer were designed to
allow comparisons on the measurements that can be collected
simultaneously from the A and B sides.

Note that different sides of the phantom were designed in
a certain way in the current development of the phantom to
mimic adult head with and without various superficial layers
as explained here. However, using the methodology explained,
any kind of mixed phantom with desired optical properties and
thicknesses in its layers can be built for example to mimic
different age groups, ethnicities, and head locations. The
flexibility of the phantom lies not only in its multilayer solid
base mimicking superficial head layers but also in its liquid

nature within the brain layer allowing dynamic measurements.
The dynamic changes within the brain layer can be obtained
by filling the open compartment in the middle of the phantom
with a liquid mixture of changing optical properties (by oxy-
genating or deoxygenating a blood-based liquid). Moreover,
hematoma or edema models (blood or water-filled latex balls)
can be inserted in the brain layer from the open to side
of the phantom. Such studies conducted using this phantom
will be explained in Section III that utilized this realistic
and flexible way of modeling various healthy and clinical
conditions in the human head for the testing and evaluation of
NIRS-based brain imaging devices.

III. TESTS PERFORMED USING MULTILAYER MIXED

SOLID AND LIQUID PHANTOM

A. Motivation

NIRS-based instruments can go through various model
upgrades over time due to user, environmental, or technical
needs. As each model gets designed and developed, the new
model is usually compared with the earlier version for their
substantial equivalence to show that the new version is at least
as safe and effective as the predicate, the older version. Such
equivalence tests can be efficiently performed through appro-
priate phantom models. Here, we present the results of such
equivalence tests between the two models of a NIRS-based
brain imager, namely Infrascanner by InfraScan, Inc. that
employed the multilayered solid and liquid phantom as its
testbed.

B. Methodology

1) Equipment: Infrascanner is a hand-held, U.S. Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) cleared, NIRS-based brain
hematoma detector which can be timely and effectively used in
the field and as a triaging tool for computed tomography (CT)
scanning during an event of head trauma [54]. The device
compares light attenuation or optical density (OD) on two
contralateral sides of the head in its decision process for
hematoma detection. If the difference in OD on contralateral
sides of the head (�OD) is less than the detection threshold
(τ ) of 0.2, then the device results in a no hematoma outcome,
otherwise its result will be a hematoma present. Hence, the
condition on Infrascanner outcome for hematoma present is

�OD = log10

(
IN

IH

)
≥ τ (1)

where the detection threshold, τ = 0.2, IN is the intensity of
reflected light on the normal side, and IH is the intensity of
reflected light on the hematoma side of the head.

The tests explained here were conducted to show the sub-
stantial equivalence of Infrascanner model 2000, the newer
version at the time of comparison to the older version model
1000. The tests as explained here were used in the FDA
application of model 2000.

2) Phantom Model and Test Setup: Previously described
multilayered mixed solid and liquid optical phantom mim-
icking human head in Section II was used in all these tests
that will be explained here. Measurements using the two
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the six-layer phantom model, where superficial head
layers of skin, scalp, skull, CSF, and brain with and without hematoma were
modeled.

Infrascanner models were collected from the skin surface of
the B-side of the phantom with layer characteristics as given
in Tables I and II. The brain tissue was formed in the middle
container of the phantom, as a liquid layer prepared as a
combination of water, Intralipid (20% fat emulsion) as the
scattering compound and India ink (Speedball, super black,
India ink) as the absorbing compound of certain concentrations
to create a simulation of brain tissue with μa = 0.1 cm−1 and
μ�

s = 5 cm−1 in line with prior published values [16], [55].
Since the brain layer of this multilayer phantom was of

liquid nature, hematomas of different size and depth could
be modeled. Our approach was to use whole animal (sheep)
blood as hematoma. Following FDA guidance, a flat hematoma
model was used in this test which was built using a black color
painted wooden rectangular frame, inserted into a latex ball,
and filled with blood. The rectangular frame forced the shape
of the hematoma to remain relatively flat. For each hematoma
size, a dedicated frame of certain length, width, and thickness
was generated so that certain volume of hematoma (3, 5, 10,
30, and 50 cc) could be obtained.

Thin ND Wratten 2 film filters by Kodak were placed
over the phantom to adjust the signal levels in Infrascan-
ner measurements to OD values observed in former clinical
studies mimicking patients with different skin colors. Using
those filters, the OD values in the laboratory tests covered
the range of 5–5.8 OD to simulate light-skinned patients
and 6.3–7.1 OD to simulate dark-skinned ones similar to the
OD values obtained from actual patients. The thickness of the
film filters (0.1 mm) was similar to the thickness of the human
skin. With the described configuration as a result, including
the four solid layers of skin, scalp, skull, and CSF together
with the liquid brain layer and a bag with sheep blood to
simulate brain hematoma, six-layer model was developed as
shown in Fig. 4, which was also requested and agreed by the
FDA in Infrascanner testing.

The overall test setup used to collect and compare data
from two models of Infrascanner in this article was shown
in Fig. 5. The phantom was positioned within a dedicated

Fig. 5. Multilayer solid and liquid phantom with brain hematoma model
positioned within a dedicated frame to support the sensors and the hematoma
model fastened to a sliding rail (a). Infrascanner models 2000 and 1000 posi-
tioned during laboratory tests (b) and (c), respectively.

frame to support the sensors, and the hematoma model which
can be built of different sizes was fastened to a sliding rail for
support and to be able to change its depth from the surface
(at 0, 1, 2, and 3 cm below CSF) in a controlled fashion as
shown in Fig. 5.

C. Comparison Tests and Statistical Analysis

In order to demonstrate substantial equivalence between
Infrascanner model 1000 and model 2000, we have performed
two tests as explained below.

1) Test 1 (Repeatability/Reproducibility Test): The repeata-
bility and reproducibility test data involved repeated
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observations with four different systems for each of the two
scanner models (four systems of model 1000 and four systems
of model 2000). Hematoma models of 5 and 50 cc were
evaluated at depths of 0, 1, 2, and 3 cm within the multilayer
mixed solid and liquid phantom setup as explained above.
In order to provide a comparison for the calculation of �OD
values, the hematoma model was also removed from the
phantom for a baseline OD estimate (no hematoma condition).
Each measurement condition was repeated by each device
40 times to provide 80% power.

The proportion of variance explained by the hematoma
size, depth, system, and repeated observations (within-system
and between-system variability) over the total variance (TV)
was estimated. This was done separately for scanner models
1000 and 2000 results, separately and provided as a descriptive
investigation.

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed that
modeled the �OD as a function of hematoma size, depth,
and machine. Estimates for �OD values were obtained by
finding the difference between the mean OD values obtained
for hematomas at a given depth and the mean OD values
with the model hematoma removed from the tank for the
matching system. The estimated �OD means were compared
between scanner models by hematoma size and depth where
the mean difference and the standard error (SE) were also
calculated [56].

2) Test 2 (Agreement Test): The agreement test data were
collected using one system of each scanner model (one system
of model 1000 and one system of model 2000) for hematomas
of size 5, 10, and 50 cc at different depths 0, 1, and 2 cm
and for two skin types (light and dark skin color). The
measurements were also obtained without a model hematoma
in the phantom. Each measurement condition was repeated
40 times.

Mean �OD values were estimated by subtracting the results
with the hematoma out of the phantom from the results with
the hematoma in the phantom. An ANOVA was performed
that modeled �OD as a function of hematoma size, depth,
skin type, and model. The estimated mean �OD values were
calculated by hematoma size, depth, and model. The difference
in �OD values between the scanner models and the SE were
compared overall, by hematoma size, depth, and skin type,
and by hematoma size and skin type.

IV. RESULTS

A. Test 1: Results for Repeatability/Reproducibility

Across the two hematoma models and four depths, the mean
OD values ranged from 5.05 to 5.78. The variance and
standard deviation (SD) in OD were estimated across all
of the observations in order to obtain between-system and
within-system variance estimates which were found to con-
stitute a very small percentage of the overall variance in the
data for both scanner models. Note that, in Table III, percent of
the total variance (%TV) for each source was calculated first
by finding the TV which is the sum of all variances, σ 2

k from
each of the provided sources in Table III (2) and then using

TABLE III

ESTIMATED TV OF OD MEASUREMENTS FOR THE REPRODUCIBILITY
AND PRECISION TEST DATA BY SCANNER MODEL

TABLE IV

SCANNER MODEL COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED �OD BY HEMATOMA

SIZE AND DEPTH FOR THE REPRODUCIBILITY AND PRECISION TEST

it in the formula given in (3) as follows:

TV =
5∑

k=1

σ 2
k (2)

%TVk = σ 2
k

TV
, k = 1, 2, . . . , 5. (3)

Hence, Table III indicates the percent of TV across the
samples that could be attributed to the various sources. The
overall variance was nearly identical across the two scanner
models including the variances between systems and within
systems.

We have also compared �OD values between scanner mod-
els by averaging across the four systems within each model of
the scanner. Table IV compares the average �OD for scanner
models by hematoma size and depth using an ANOVA model.
None of the estimated differences are statistically significant
(probability value, p, is greater than the selected significance
value of 0.05) and all of the differences between the two model
measurements and SE were very small.

In summary, the repeatability and reproducibility test data
indicate that both scanner models behave nearly identically
and have a high degree of precision as expressed by low SD
and SE values.

B. Test 2: Results for Agreement

Plots for �OD values for different hematoma sizes at
different depths and skin colors are presented in Fig. 6. Even
though skin color affected �OD value (lower in dark skin as
compared to light, as expected), the difference between the
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Fig. 6. Average �OD values (±SD in error bars) for hematomas of size
(a) 5 cc, (b) 10 cc, and (c) 50 cc at depths 0, 1, and 2 cm for light and dark
skin color as measured by scanner models 1000 and 2000.

two model measurements was very small in each skin color
type.

In an ANOVA model comparison of the overall mean �OD
averaged across all hematoma sizes and depths separately
for light and dark skin, the scanner model 1000 �OD was
0.344 for light skin and 0.316 for dark skin and the scanner
model 2000 �ODs were 0.351 and 0.319, respectively, where
both light and dark skin �ODs were not significantly different
from each other ( p = 0.1760 and 0.6073, respectively)
between scanner models. Similarly, as shown in Table V,
the average �ODs by depth and hematoma size were mostly
not significantly different. Some small differences in the two
Infrascanner models �ODs reached statistical significance
when comparing the scanner models by hematoma size and
depth. However, these small differences are not considered to
have clinical significance as will be explained in the Section V.
Furthermore, as can be noted, the differences in �OD are
not consistently in the direction of either scanner model.

TABLE V

COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED �OD VALUES OF SCANNER MODEL 1000
AND SCANNER MODEL 2000 BY HEMATOMA SIZE,

DEPTH, AND SKIN TYPE

The differences are small relative to the mean value and
achieve significance only at higher �OD values. In part, due
to the low variance in the repeated measurements and the large
sample size, the SE is quite small and hence, the significance
is also reflective of having a great deal of statistical power.

Overall, there was an effect of lowering the �OD value as
a function of skin color, but within each skin color, the �OD
estimates were similar across the two scanner models. This
is also true when averaging over hematoma sizes by depth.
However, some significant differences were observed for the
larger hematoma sizes though trends were not always in the
same direction. The large difference in �OD values occurred
for the 50 cc hematoma at 0 cm depth where the OD values
were the largest, and the �OD values were well in excess of
the threshold, τ = 0.2 as in (1). Since this analysis did not
include multiple systems at each level, this may be represen-
tative of small system differences that are significant due to
the high statistical power. The only assessment that was close
to the τ = 0.2 threshold as in (1) was the 50 cc hematoma at
2 cm. Here the scanner model 2000 would have been slightly
more sensitive to the presence of a hematoma. Aside from that
hematoma size and depth combination, the assessments from
both scanner models would have provided a similar �OD and
hence, a diagnostic answer in both skin types.

In summary, the scanner models performed similarly across
a range of hematoma sizes and depths. Both scanner models
demonstrated a low degree of variability in repeated measure-
ments across the assessed combinations. Skin color did not
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appear to result in a meaningful difference in performance
between the scanner models, though dark skin color reduced
the �OD value for both models by a small amount. The
difference in �OD values was small relative to the large
increase in OD values resulting from the simulated dark skin.

V. DISCUSSION

Extensive laboratory testing of the two Infrascanner models
was performed on the multilayer mixed solid and liquid
phantom with the brain hematoma model. The multilayer
phantom model provided a closer approximation of human
tissue, the �OD values more closely approximating the signal
levels observed in clinical studies [42], [44]. For example,
�OD values for superficial hematomas were substantially
lower in the multilayer model due to the interposition of scalp
and bone layers between the sensor and hematoma. In addition,
higher scattering in the superficial layers (scalp and bone)
contributed to a stronger signal from the deep brain layers,
which diminished more slowly with depth. Hence, the results
with the multilayer phantom model for both the scanner model
1000 and model 2000 are consistent with the expected results
observed in clinical testing of the predicate model 1000, where
detection was higher for larger hematomas closer to the surface
of the brain and somewhat lower for smaller hematomas at
greater distances from the surface. In summary, the phantom
model used in this testing provides a robust head model
with and without hematoma for the purpose of comparing
the performance of the new and legacy Infrascanner models
(1000 and 2000, respectively). Furthermore, the phantom tests
demonstrate that both system’s performances are substantially
similar across a range of depths and sizes of hematomas
similar to those observed in the clinical setting.

The test data sets suggest that the Infrascanner models are
also substantially equivalent for light and dark skin across a
range of simulated hematoma sizes and depths. It should be
noted that the testing of simulated light and dark skin types
covered a range of ODs between 5 and 7, similar to the range
observed in the clinical study [42].

Small between system differences were observed in OD
values although this was not the case in �OD values. Both
scanner models had small variances associated with repeated
measurements which are not unexpected and were within
the device specifications. Because there was some variance
between systems it was important to include repeatability test-
ing of multiple systems of each model in order to demonstrate
the equivalence. The results indicate that the within-system
variability is small and similar for the Infrascanner models
1000 and 2000. The overall variance was nearly identical
across the two models of the scanner, including variance
between systems and within systems. Note that these differ-
ences are in the OD measurements and smaller in calculated
�OD estimates. The differences and variances are so small
that unless �OD is almost exactly at the τ = 0.2 threshold
cutoff value as in (1), all of the systems tested would lead to
the same classification of risk for a hematoma regardless of the
Infrascanner model. These small differences would not have
clinical significance. Hence, these phantom testing strongly

confirms the substantial equivalence of the Infrascanner model
2000 to model 1000.

VI. CONCLUSION

We introduce here the design and development of a realistic,
versatile, and dynamic optical head phantom and its imple-
mentation in the testing and evaluation of NIRS systems. The
new phantom combines the advantages of solid and liquid
phantoms: 1) by modeling a multilayered human head with
skin, scalp, skull, and CSF layers of different thicknesses and
optical characteristics; and 2) by providing a dynamic brain
layer where variations in oxygenation in healthy and clinical
conditions of hematoma and edema development or hypoxia
can be modeled. Furthermore, the proposed phantom can be
designed and developed to model different age groups, head
locations, or skin colors. These realistic and versatile phan-
tom designs can guide calibration of NIRS system designs,
evaluation of their processing algorithms, and testing of the
device capabilities under various conditions. With controlled
and repeatable tests that can be performed using these realistic
phantoms, the detection limits of a NIRS device and its
resolution in discerning different clinical conditions can be
reliably and safely investigated. Such findings can further
guide animal and human tests for the clinical evaluation of the
device and help regulators in the assessment of NIRS-based
monitoring systems. Specifically, in applications involving vul-
nerable populations (e.g., pediatric), realistic phantom tests can
be crucial since extreme conditions, such as large hematoma
development which can be of low prevalence but holds high
risk, can be safely and repeatedly modeled and evaluated.
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